Strong disagreement between experimental hyperon magnetic moments and simple model predictions is exhibited in the function R(p, X+, ) =3(p~-px+)/ (ps -py) =2.7+o. S, sn order of magnitude larger than the broken-SU(6) prediction 0.34. This is shown to imply quenching of contributions of nonstrange quarks in strange-baryon magnetic moments, relative to contributions in the nucleon. The model-independent analysis includes SU(6)-symmetry breaking, configuration mixing, relativistic corrections, and quark-diquark correlations. 
The failure of simple constituent-quark models' to explain' the new experimental values of X and magnetic moments ' contrasts sharply with the remarkable success of the naive constituent-quark model in describing the nucleon and A magnetic moments"" and the hadron mass spectrum. " " The underlying dynamical reasons for this success are not understood and it all may be accidental, ' However, there may also be a simple explanation which awaits discovery from clues in the experimental data. This paper presents a model-independent analysis of the experimental data and precisely defines the frontier between the regions where the simple model works well and where it breaks down badly.
The discrepancies in the X and magnetic moments are shown below to indicate a quenching of the magnetic moments of the nonstrange quarks in strange baryons. The magnetic moment of the strange quark, however, is not similarly quenched, thus ruling out scaling factors determined by hadron masses. 4 Furthermore, the successful mass relations" ' between 
( 3b) where u (8) For our analysis we make the additional assumption that only contributions from valence quark fields need be considered; e.g. , that contributions to the nucleon moment from strange-quark pairs in the sea can be neglected:
moments, provided that this contribution is the same for all baryons. Our analysis of (lb), however, requires the vanishing of this sea contribution.
We further assume that the wave functions satisfy isospin symmetry, 
In the usual SU(6) treatments the wave functions of the two u quarks in the proton and X+ are assumed to be i'dentical as required by SU(3), and the contribution of the second bracket in the numerator of Eq. (5) The quenching factors q~a nd q2 are taken to be unity in most models including broken SU(6). They express the quenching of the nonstrange-quark contributions in the X and: with respect to their contributions in the nucleon. Substituting Eqs. (3) - (6) into Eqs. (1) The success of the prediction (2b) for the expression (8b) shows that the symmetry-breaking factor (2 is very nearly equal to the broken-SU(6) value (7) and that there is no appreciable quenching factor for the strange quark. This relation is highly insensitive to the quenching factor q2, since the entire term in which q2 appears contributes only 6% of the prediction (2b).
The results are completely model-independent as long as no other electrically charged constituents are considered in addition to the three valence quarks. They apply to models with arbitrary symmetry breakings, relativistic corrections, and configuration mixings including gluon admixtures, as well as to models with quark-diquark structures. In this connection it should be pointed out that the results from SU (6) wave functions are stable against configuration mixing and large admixtures are needed to obtain appreciable modifications of the SU (6) (10) and (11) show that the SU(6) value p, i is an extremum and that mixing reduces the absolute magnitude of the moment for all two-flavored baryons except the, which is the only case where po/p» 1.
The result that configuration mixing affects magnetic moments only by terms quadratic in the admixed amplitudes is general and applies also to admixtures with orbital angular momentum. The magnetic-moment operator vanishes between the sstate SU(6) configuration and all configurations with orbital angular momentum. There are no linear terms in the admixed amplitudes and the SU(6) moment is again an extremum.
In conclusion, present data indicate a serious disagreement with simple quark models for baryon magnetic moments which cannot be fixed up by symmetry breaking, relativistic corrections, configuration mixing, or quark-diquark models. Some mechanism for quenching the contributions of the magnetic moments of the nonstrange quarks in hyperons relative to their contributions in the nucleon must be introduced to fit present data. -Better measurements of the X and X+ moments would give additional information on this quenching. They could establish whether the quenching increases with increasing strangeness or is a constant for all hyperons. The pion-exchange model" suggests that the quenching should be viewed as an enhancement of the moment of nonstrange quarks in the nucleon, since the nucleons are the only baryons where a charged-pion current between two quarks can contribute to the static moment. In this case the nonstrange-quark contributions to the magnetic moments should be the same in all hyperons. 
